aircraft, which will use propulsion system generated forces and moments for enhanced maneuver capabilities, is briefly described. This methodology has the potential to address in a systematic manner the coupling between the airframe and the propulsion subsystems typical of such enhanced maneuverability. [2] . These methodologies were evaluated in Refs. [3] and [4] , respectively, to assess their strengths and weaknesses as part of a STOVL IFPC program at NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) Lewis Research Center. Two contracted efforts on STOVL IFPC design also evaluated the partitioned approach to integrated control design (Refs. [5, 6] 
IMPAC

Design Approach
A flowchart of the IMPAC design approach is shown in Fig. 1 
In ( [17] .
Full Envelope Subsystem Control Design
This step in IMPAC methodology consists of two major substeps which are controller scheduling and trim control generation. The STOVL application of these two steps is discussed in the following.
Controller Scheduling
The general approach to controller scheduling is to design linear controllers at various operating points and then pertbrm some kind of curve fit to the Fig. 8 Extensive limit logic has to be added to the propulsion control system for operational safety. [19, 20] . In Fig. 9 , the matrices A, B, C and D correspond to the state-space system matrices of the controller (for instance the partitioned airframe or engine linear controller for the STOVL example), Au is the small perturbation control command output of the linear controller, u r is the trim control command from the configuration generator, u,i_ is the limited value of the control command where the limiting block mi_ht represent actuator hardware limit or some limit imposed due to the operational safety.
Shown in
implementation logic, and A is the matrix of intem'ator wind-up protection gains.
As seen from Fig. 9 , the integrator wind-up protection loop becomes active only when the control command exceeds the specified limit, causing e,_0. Then the product of eu and the gains A modify the controller such that the control command for the limited actuator tracks the limit value.
For the STOVL IFPC desi=_n, the integrator wind-up protection (IWP) gains A were initially determined using the approach suggested in Refs. [19, 20] . However, it was discovered that the approach of
Refs. [19, 20] were determined for the 4 linear models at the 60, 80, 100 and 120 Knots and were interpolated linearly as a function of velocity.
Since the E-7D aircraft is equipped with left and fight elevons, a roll command priority logic was implemented in converting the devon limits to elevator and aileron limits.
Full System Controller
Assembly and Evaluation
The full system controller was assembled in
stages.
After a new block was integrated into the closed-loop responses. Similarly, limit logic was added after the closed-loop system had been convened to "total" variables and then the effects of actuator and safety limits could be ascertained for large commands, (this will be discussed in more detail in the following).
This allowed the effects of integrator windup and limit protection gains to be analyzed. Once the full system, , rate command returns to zero, as shown in Fig. 12(a) and 12(b).
The IMPAC methodology allowed the closedloop, nonlinear system to be analyzed and it enabled the above described limit problem to be isolated to the limit protection scheme and to the way actuator redundancies were handled in the integrated control design. While a better nonlinear response was desired.
it was decided to continue on to a fixed-base, piloted evaluation of this control system in order to exercise all of the steps in the IMPAC methodology. With the limited time that was available, the focus was to completely exercise the IMPAC methodology on an example design rather than to get the "optimal" IFPC design for the E-7D aircraft. 
Conclusions
Steps in IMPAC (Integrated Methodology for The IFPC system response could be furtherimproved by proper accommodation of multiple actuator saturationlimitsthat were encountered during large transient commands.
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